14th Annual
AZ Agricultural Literacy Days
October 21 - December 20, 2019

In 30min you can...

Read to students* the 1st kid’s book entirely devoted to Arizona’s agriculture

and

Discuss how our food doesn’t just magically appear in the grocery store

Steps

1) Sign-up online
2) Talk with teachers about reading to their students
3) Receive a book to read and to donate to the class
4) Visit the students
5) Complete an online report

*Bee’s Amazing Adventure, is likely to hold the interest of children in grades 3-5. Adaptation will be required outside of these grade levels. When selecting a grade level, consider the age of students with which you are most comfortable and with whom you can easily adapt.

Sign-up at cals.arizona.edu/agliteracy/AZ-Ag-Lit-Days
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